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minutes need to be added to the times below.
Keshe (K): As we have seen the teaching has moved into the new space technology and in the coming
time you will see the development of space technology in its true sense that in space we travel with
gravitational field forces that we don’t float and we are not in the situation of not being in control of our
own physical behavior as we see in the space travels of today. As part of the program the Rome event is
moving up. The Mohjan program is behind the scenes in development.
K: The most important announcement is towards the Chinese people, Chinese Keshe Foundation and the
Chinese leadership: we make it very clear that the Chinese have appointed Professor Zhu of USPC to be
the direct connection between the Keshe Foundation and the government and the military. From today we
respect and we appoint Professor Zhu to be the representative and the head of the Keshe Foundation in
China. As a Chinese organization military and different organization work together and there is a need to
bring together as we said some time ago, the work of Keshe Foundation in line to work with the
government’s wishes of the nation. We accept the appointment of Professor Zhu. All the 7 to 8 labs in
China and the groups working in the background in China, the development of the new gans which is up
to 2 tons a day, we support and approve and at the same time all the work of the Keshe Foundation in
China is handed over to Professor at USPC and as he is a professor in the University he becomes the head
of Keshe Foundation in China. In due time as we merge the work of the laboratories and the Keshe
Foundation in China, the work of the government and the need of the government requires the position
which is apparent and powerful so the wishes of the Keshe Foundation, the scientists and the government
can come together.
K: On the other hand all development from now on and my travel to China are in the hands of Professor
Zhu and he will confirm everything to be done in China through his office. All the works in China have to
go through him and no other channel. We bring all laboratories, the commercialization, the development
and new funding for production for the 2 tons of gans material per day as is planned will be headed by
Professor Zhu. I thank him in accepting the position. Today as we talk tests are going in Japan that will
allow us in the next week or so to confirm the work and the delivery of the materials in Japan for
decontamination and every other application of the gans material in Japanese society on the back of the
development of what we had with Tepco. Now we bring it in collaboration in Japan into the market where
the Japanese can benefit from the same technology as Tepco has been.
K: The important point for us is to carry on with the development and we have taught a lot in this space
technology and we have taught a lot in respect to the development of the reactors which can be used for
space. This is important to the team of Professor Zhu of USPC and was appointed by Chinese leadership
for the position. It is important for you to understand this very carefully. Our teaching goes directly into
the Chinese infrastructure for the scientists who work in the background with the Keshe Foundation.
K: In the reactors you are developing for space as we explained in the rotation of the coils where we
taught you last week that you can connect in a way that the rotation of the coil (14.45 Minutes) and the
rotation of the core can produce interaction between the fields which creates the condition of the motion
and lift. In this condition in space we do not have waters; we do not see waters. Here part of the
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advantage of working on earth is that man has created waters to work with. In space how do we create
motion and motion of the plasma that in the interaction of the field plasmas, when the difference is large
enough and leads to friction or to the physical motion and rotation? We have a number of choices: we can
create gravitational magnetic field plates. (16.10 minutes). On these plates all you need to do is place gans
of different strength in different positions so that the field flow in the fields of the different plates creates
rotation of the what you like to be, which is in the center of the reactors. (16.48 minutes).
K: If you look at this in a top view our Chinese friends are developing this so understand very carefully as
this as this is the next step in control of plasmatic condition of fields, or what we call the field plasma and
not liquid plasma or vapor plasma. When you are developing this condition for your oasis system using
the mass amount of gans which we have now commissioned for you to produce, the conditions we
produced and it’s important to understand what kind of gans you need to produce and that the investment
that is set for the use in space is used appropriately. Producing mass amount of gans without a clear
direction from the beginning is exactly what we are heading for. If you look at two plates, remember in
the space technology (18.25 minutes) you always feed from the strongest field of strength to the lowest
field of strength and if you can create the condition of the rotation of the fields through the plasmatic
radiation of fields, you achieve constant flow and you achieve a constant in dictation the rotation and the
speed of the plasma without physically moving anything in your reactor cores. You place in different
orders, very much like the patches you made, of different material in different position (19.33 minutes).
This will give you a lot of rotation without actually doing any physical motion of your plates. (19.53
minutes).
K: As the fields you can introduce or withdraw, go from the highest order strength to the lowest in trying
to catch up, they create a field flow. You don’t need motors or engines. (20.20 minutes). The whole
purpose of the new, what we call field plasma, is to introduce and apply plasma technology without
motors, the way the universe works. So, it is important in the upcoming work especially with the Chinese
government, that the scientists understand that this is the step towards the space technology without
depending on motors which can fail, break downs, and system failures. In space if you understand the
interaction of the fields, you understand there is no need for motors, for physical systems, even physical
reactors to contain the plasma and its motion. If you see I have drawn the field in pink and I have not
drawn a core. In space you can dictate the parameters where the solid state stays and where it is
maintained. Look at the structure of the surface of this planet. It is the interaction of the fields which
decides where you have the solid state matter of the continents and where you have the liquid states of the
oceans are. At the same time the interaction of the fields in the inner sanctum of the planet and in
interaction with the fields within the plasma of the solar system decides the thickness of the atmosphere
or this planet. There is no mechanism to hold the oxygen, hydrogen, or gases except by the interaction of
the fields. So, going into the field plasma technology is the next step which is containment by fields and
not by matter condition. As man is the materialistic and is connect to the matter state, we went through
the whole stage from molecular structure, to atomic, to plasmatic and now we enter the field of the
technology the same as is in the universe.
K: If you look at the structures of the galaxies you see that they all have different shapes and forms. And
we see the boundaries of it. The shapes and forms are only created by the interaction of the stars and the
systems within the galaxies and the interaction with the fields and what is in the environment of the
universe around them. They dictate their shape, color, flatness and now you see the shape of the galaxy
without the containment (24.12 minutes) and this is where field plasma technology goes. In the space you
cannot go looking for copper to make your coil. But, you can create the conditions from the interaction of
the fields that gives you the confinement of the plasma within the atmosphere of your system without ever
actually having a physical matter structure. This way in the space you never look for materials to create
things. You look for the interaction of the fields to maintain, develop and to operate and use different field
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forces in a given condition for the development and for the structure of your systems. If you understand
this you will understand the reason why as I have explained before, at the moment you are producing
copper coils and crystal coils.
K: What happens when you enter into space, somewhere in the galaxy and the universe where the copper
state of matter is the field plasma strength of the environment then you lose your reactor and you lose
your life? You lose your spaceship because now the plasma cannot be contained. This is very much, if
you understand it, you have ice in the freezer and in the heat of the summer it melts and has no shape. It
changes its behavior. In space in different magnetic fields you understand the matter state that you have
followed up till now becomes troublesome because once second you have a coil and the next second you
don’t have a coil because your coil strength matter state has happened to mix and be the same as the
environment. So this goes back to the understanding of the containment of the skin of the man. You create
interaction with field plasma where the layers of plasma give the manifestation of the physicality. (27.07
minutes). But because you have used different strengths of field strength and it is a dynamic state, as the
field changes, the field strength changes and you maintain your skin. When we go into the water we don’t
melt, when we go into the heat of the summer we don’t melt, because our body has accepted a field
transfer of a limitation of environmental magnetic gravitational field variation.
K: In space you have to have the same condition where your reactors stays at the minimum condition of
the existence of the man which is your amino acid and operates and maintains the shell of fields and not
matter state to create the condition and maintaining the position in respect to the core system which has
created itself. What you need to do and understand is to use a spectrum of plasmatic gravitational fields
which interact in the positions you have pre-determined and dictates the speed of the rotation, the field
strength and at the same time the positioning of the field in respect to the environment. Field plasma is the
ultimate step in space technology and our Chinese friends are achieving and targeting this with the help of
their government. We support this and support bringing others nations in line with where the Chinese are
heading. It is important to realize that as you play with different gears in the gear box in a mechanical
motor system, in space technology you play with the field strength of different dimensions that allow you
to create the condition of rotation, positioning and even physical interaction to create a physical condition
to maintain and contain matter state.
K: If you understand this step then very simply now that you produced the liquid gans and plasma now it
should be very easy to manipulate the liquid plasma to produce field plasma. You can direct it, you can
target it, and you can control the speed of it by the amount of it. You have to understand that it works by
the mass gravitational magnetic plasmatic mass which decides not by the volume. You have to start
becoming masters of how to mix different gans, different plasmatic liquid gans to create the strength
which you need and how you can withdraw and add to. This I started to speak about in the past couple of
weeks and some of you understood. Government scientists have jumped on it and they are running with it
like crazy because they received the key to universal motion and they understand it. What it means if you
remember, we went through it when we looked at mercury, the atomic mass of gold and silver. You
cannot mix these materials in the physical matter state; it is impossibility. But, you can create a gans of
them and then create the plasmatic liquid plasma field of them and then you have the freedom to play the
game of the universe through the fields which are released by plasmatic liquids.
K: Maybe now you understand why I brought you on this path. You surely understand the work of the
universe. It was hard to produce the plasmatic field from the matter state. We nano-coated it, we separated
it, we made the gans of it and in the gans we brought it to the liquid state and now you understand the
final play. (33.14 minutes). You play with the fields. In this state of alloys there are certain materials that
you never mix. You cannot mix mercury with copper, lead and gold. You cannot do this with other
materials. But if you do a nano-material of it, making gans of it and then making a liquid of it, in the
liquid plasma you have the field of it and the interaction of the fields gives you everything you could
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imagine you could create. (33.15 minutes) This is in the writing of ______ name: when the man
understands the imitation of the elements and now you understand then the man achieves the maturity of
his intellect. So, now you see how we have come to this point. Now you can do exactly the same in
reverse. Now that you have the plasmatic field, you can go down to matter and the cycle is complete.
(34.35 minutes). You can create field winds, holograms (??- 34.52 minutes) without moving your finger.
You can create waves that sound like love and sweetness and you can create oceans of winds in the
condition of traveling across the universe at the speed of the universe itself. That is the point where there
is no time in space. It is the more or less the ultimate position of the science of the universe.
K: This is for you to start learning how to manipulate and how to complete. I have taught you in the past 2
years, step by step as you understood more and more. And now the plasma technology and its field
plasma transfer is more or less the ultimate. There are a couple of steps more after the field plasma but the
knowledge of man will take millions of years to understand. It is beyond the intelligence of the man at the
present time. but this gives you enough sufficient knowledge to be able to create systems, materials and
not only to enter the universal community but to give man every opportunity to create whatever he needs
on this planet that stops the cause of wars, conflict and the superiority of one man over another. Every
single man can produce whatever he needs when he needs it. He does not become a slave to the hand of
the demand of his physical existence.
K: If you understand the process and the gravity of the knowledge that is released today you will
understand you have reached the point that man can fly and be at any point in the universe as he wishes
and there is no need for colors, races and nations. Now you problem is not coming from a village to a
nation and to a planet, now you have billions of planetarians which are part of the universal community
and they all have and carry this knowledge. Man has been left behind because of his own ignorance,
violence and behavior. Now it is completed. This way you create motion in the plasma within the fields of
the plasma that you can decide the speed of the interaction. And then even on the disc of the fields where
you have seen different colors, you can predetermine that this is the boundary of the fields that I want to
be outside of and the boundary of the fields I want to be inside of. So, in so many ways, if you understand
it is very easy to create plasmatic conditions of layering in sequences that for example, if you make a field
layer and make all it ‘holds’ (38.31 minutes) copper, then this state of planet your reactor will have
copper strength. But because it is plasmatic it can change itself to another according to the environment.
You never lost your containment of it.
K: You see solid states in matter on planets in the universe made of whatever material is not available.
This is how it is done. This is how that now with man has the versatility of the use of the plasmatic fields
that he can dominate, interact, develop and create conditions that he works in a safe environment. You
can scale this knowledge up and you can scale this knowledge down. To scale it up you can travel the
universe in no time. To scale it down you can create in the outer ring the condition of the shape of the
kidney of the man which is a filtering operation. You dictate the parameters around the kidney with your
system outside the body and then you create field forces inside that the work of the kidney sets the
parameters and you do not need to remove the kidney of the man, or look for someone who is desperate
for money and will sell his kidney to someone who is in trouble. You can dictate where you want to grow
tissue in the heart when a child is born with a hole in his heart without losing the child. You can do the
same if you understand this process how to use field forces to do remote, no-touch surgery. Scale it up
and you can produce the foods, the color and the shape of the banana that you like.
K: Now the mutation is in the hands of the intelligence of the man. How you use it and how you apply it
and how you bring it together in the way that does not harm you and does not change the condition to
harm others in the environment in which you exist. By creating plasmatic magnetic gravitational field
tolerances you accept a certain condition within that tolerance to the field strength matter condition. Now
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you can see how field plasma can lead to the production of matter state as you wish, the way you want
and the creation of the conditions that while the system is working as our Chinese friends are heading to
the mass production of the oasis systems, the field plasmas they choose will dictate if within the
containment energy fields in which water is created, food is created without actually processing or the
people will start using the oasis system would ever think of drinking or having a need for food. It
becomes part of the structure of the plasma of the body and absorbs from the environment of the oasis
what they need. In reality all you need to do is that you create a base at the bottom and a base at the top
and itself in the transfer of the plasma creates its own field condition. As your body is set in the structure
of the gans state you can travel through, in and out of the matter state and it is you who decide what the
barriers are according to the field strengths you use.
K: Do you want it to be in a gaseous state as the surface of the earth, or want it to be in the liquid state in
the bottom of the ocean? Do you want to travel in the deepest parts of the universe in which there are no
fields but you dictate that you can operate in those loose weak field points or do you want to go to the
center of the star and exist and see how the excursion will be? Now the knowledge is coming to
completion and it is you who have to understand how to manipulate the field forces of the plasmas, the
gans, and the liquid plasma that you have created. You need to move into liquid plasma so you can move
into field plasma. It is the condition that needs understanding and it takes a very short time for those who
understood the process of the plasmatic gravitational field strength, the plasmas they created to move on
to the next step.
K: I said many times in the past few weeks that the teaching goes so fast that there is not time. And each
one of you will take from the table of knowledge according to your intelligence and the point that you
cannot understand then you oppose it—this is the behavior of the man. When you understand a little bit
you claim to know all of it. We have seen this in people who have come around the foundation. But, our
knowledge is free; you can claim whatever you like as the knowledge was disbursed through this
foundation and it is the knowledge for humanity. According to your strength and weakness you can claim
and do whatever you like as long as your work brings peace to mankind. That is the object of the
foundation.
Ari (A): What is the difference between the liquid plasma fields and if you combine 2 different gans? If
you combine 2 different gans do you still have the separate fields?
Do you use the liquid plasma water to combine the fields? Could you explain? Is it like a new material
that doesn’t exist in matter state and what exactly is the difference?
K: You explained it very nicely in your last sentence. If you look at the gans state when you mix gans
there is still a gravitational magnetic field position in respect to each other. Because they carry different
structure, and we have shown this clearly in this picture where we show the gans. (47.56 minutes). When
you have the gans of copper or the gans of another material, even though they are in glass containers in a
box (48.20 minutes) they are still positioned in respect to each other because the central position, the
central magnetic gravitational field is different. When you go into the liquid plasma now you have the
same in origin so the gapping and distancing is constant. All you have done is create a condition of
overloading (48.56 minutes) the same plasma with different strength. This radiates equal according to the
mass in the environment (49.10 minutes) in which is released. This is the density of the plasma you
create. In the gans state you have positioning. In the liquid state you don’t but you have the field strength
released and this is what you are looking for. Each field interaction will attract. It is the freedom that you
do not have in the gans state where you create the spectrum interaction. In the liquid plasma you do not.
You work very much at the same level but under the same structure but within the structure of atomic
mass.
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J: Will China produce different types of gans and researches in the uses of other gans also?
K: yes, in China we are fully committed to the production of all the aspects of the Keshe Foundation
technology. We have the commitment by the government, the university as part of the structure of the
university teaching and all the scientific development. The Chinese government has committed itself to
peace and the peace comes through the technology and the knowledge and the respect of it. They have
financially positioned themselves to support different development and have appointed leading scientists
in the country to take and collaborate the technology at the scientific level. They announced one of their
top scientists in their top university and if you look President Xi of China was at this University a few
weeks ago. The Keshe Foundation and university structure will be done in the coming weeks by the
government and not the Keshe Foundation. The collaboration of the Keshe Foundation and the
government has started in a very rapid way; we have seen this in Ghana and we will see it in Italy in the
coming days. You will see it in what we see. I was talking to Armen this morning and the United States
government is moving on the same path as we understand now that the Chinese have it. We see the same
thing and collaboration in Russia.
K: The technology has credibility and is understood by leading scientists and is taking its own shape.
China will lead the space technology and space ship program and China will lead in the production of
new energy systems, food, and peaceful application of the technology in the coming days. We have
appointed people we trust. We thank President Xi for his clear decision making in managing peace and
taking the leadership for using the technology for peaceful application.
Rick: There is a Chinese medical unit and they have a question regarding copper and aluminum wire.
Stephen Zang asked me to explain it.
K: When we arrive in China in the coming days the teaching of the Keshe Foundation will directly
targeted to the Keshe Foundation supporters and the scientists who understand and work around the
foundation. There are thousands of them. All the teachings will be translated simultaneously into Chinese.
We will start teaching live in the universities and the institutions and we will not be releasing this to the
West. The teaching while we are in China is targeted to the scientists. If they are too shy to speak English
because you think we will not understand, while we are in China everything will be done in Chinese—the
teachings, the development and the live teachings will all be done for the Chinese Nationals. This
problem of language will be taken away; this is a process that was set up by Professor Zhu. Everything
will be totally in Chinese and the collaboration will grow rapidly. I cannot learn Chinese but we can teach
rapidly in the time we are in China and we expect to be in China for 6 months to one year to develop fully
for all aspects of the Chinese government.
Rick: (55.30 minutes) Shows pictures of the standing medical coil units.
K: There are two parts and 6 crosses (of coils). This is the introduction: there are 2 parts and 6 spring
units per part.
R: In part one the inner circles (the horizontal ones) are nano-coated copper.
K: The other one is copper outside and aluminum inside. Each cross unit is connected with 2 plasma
batteries.
R: All the springs are covered with CO2 gans (57.37 minutes). All the springs in the hat use nano-zinc
line, coated with CO2 gans. We test the combination and the magnetic flow of the device is stronger than
nano-copper wires device, so we didn’t use the wire to connect the two parts.
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K: They used aluminum on the helmet.
R: Questions: 1. Is the combination of nano-copper wire, aluminum wire and nano-zinc wire is proper? Is
it necessary to use the nano-wire to connect the two parts?
K: It is not necessary to use the nano-wire to connect the two parts, but it is essential. It is better to do it
because you target the point of the interaction of the fields. When you don’t connect it the fields interact
wherever they want to interact. When you put nano-coated and gans coated wires you dictate where you
want it to go. This is like when you want to go from London to New York. You know you are going to
New York. You can go directly by ship or plane or swim single-handedly if you could do. The point is
that you need to create a line. If I go from here to there, I want to go through this line. If I want go from
here to there I want it to be that line. You find you lose some but what you receive at the point of
interaction between the two sides of the plates, then the helmet and the plates are targeted. This is the
reason that we use nano-wire connections. It is for targeting and directing the fields which are in that area
work differently.
K: When you don’t have it the fields spread open and whatever interacts the fields are stronger. But now
when you use the nano-coated material you direct it and position it. That is the reason we do it. There is a
problem…do not use aluminum or lead for body systems. The behavior of the mental in interaction with
the zinc creates psychological problems. Do not use aluminum with any of your medical application
systems. This is important to understand this. Just because you can make it does not mean it is needed.
We chose the copper and the zinc for a specific structure reason of the body of the man. Aluminum
behavior in the field transfer is different. We can use any metal to make a coil, but understand that the
field plasma that dictates it flow and understand what energy you bring, take or add to the structure of the
other plasma gans materials.
K: We have seen in the other parts that you can connect different materials and use the gans. Now if you
understood the field transfer you can build systems in which none of these are needed, but this is where
we are right now. This is how we choose to do it now. Avoid using aluminum coils. If you understand the
problem I explain how it works in the body of the man, especially in a very minute structure, we change
the field plasma. About 30 or 40 years ago the United Nations made it illegal to do where there were
planes that were flying, they fly into the high altitude moisture level of the atmosphere and they dispersed
aluminum dust particles. The moisture is added to it and suddenly out of nowhere in the heat of the day
you get a massive rain because the moisture created the rain. But in that system we found out that
aluminum particles in the body of the man can create a lot of health problems. When you have minute
particles in the body it gets digested and becomes the gans of aluminum and it can create and interact with
different conditions. Please avoid using aluminum.
K: Let me explain something now that this has come up and we can teach something differently. I will
teach you something as this was brought up and we add to the knowledge. In the medical application and
the health application or the food digestion, here is the mouth of the man. (1.04.05 minutes). When the
man eats the food goes into the intestines. When you digest food in the matter state as it goes down at the
point of entry in the mouth it changes the matter state and it becomes into the gans state. In entering the
stomach the matter state starts changing to nano material first through the acids which are conversion
plasma, into a gans state and then when it reaches a certain level of the gans state the body transfers into
the intestines. At this point of the intestines, energy of the gravitational magnetic plasmatic field which is
needed by the body is released into the lymph. But don’t forget the instantaneous zero time connection of
the needs and the collaboration between the brain fields and the body parts.
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K: When you digest the food and it changes to a gans and becomes this plasmatic field plasma, it transfers
across your body into the lymph and then at this point what is requested by the brain as it knows what is
going to happen, and the cell, allows the withdrawal of the energy from the lymph. This is why those of
you who understood this are so important. You understand the energy is absorbed from the food is
predetermined by the brain for what is needed by the cell. When it crosses and it converts into the field
plasma it is already predestined for where it is going and it is already targeted to be delivered. If you go
back to the health teachings that we did last year, we touched on this section very clearly regarding the
digestive system and the walls of the intestines. We explained that no matter ever crosses the walls of the
intestines. It is the energy, the plasmatic magnetic fields which crosses the wall of the intestine and
transfers its energy to the lymph.
K: This was the very first time and in many teaching after that we spoke about the field plasma. Only
fields of the gans within the intestine which were changed from the matter to the nano to the gans now
release their energy according to what is already predetermined by the cell that needs it and the brain for
what is needed for the cell that might need it in the body. What is needed and done is taken from the
digestion system across the wall. Otherwise the food you eat, all the energy would transfer to the lymph
and the lymph would make a mess of everything. This predetermination through magnetic plasmatic field
strength between the cell whether it is the cell of the heart, the cell of a piece of bone, and the cell of the
liver. All that is to be taken from the food is predetermined. Those which are not there are predetermined
by your parathyroid glands
To take this and convert it by using phosphor and sulphur.
K: So you understand even how, when you look at the structure of body of the man in certain position of
the body of the man there are even lead (1.09.14 minutes), you will find very minute amount of similar
magnetic gravitational field of the strength of the lead in the kidney, in the liver, and in the large intestine
because this a point where the fields home are separate where the field is needed (1.09.39 minutes) and
the pulling can only come through high level material. Aluminum plays a very tricky point when it comes
to the transfer because its balance is very similar in energy to the energy that is used in certain parts of the
brain of the man and it interferes with intellect. Intellect strength and the strength of the body of the man
have been presented in the teachings. Go to the understanding of the past. Pain has a specific magnetic
gravitational field strength; intellect and comprehension are the same. Aluminum creates a specific field
which is in the band width of the intellect and depression. That is why you don’t use aluminum. Now that
you have created aluminum field forces in your coils you make this create into the digestive system and
then accordingly, with the brain. So you now you understand the reason why you cannot use aluminum.
Q: Would it be a better solution to use silver coils instead of aluminum?
K: You have to understand what the body is used to. When you have these structures you put the body
between (the medical stands) and you have used aluminum, now you make the field of the aluminum
available. There is more than is needed in the body.
Rick: What about the Magrav units. Someone made aluminum coil for the Magrav.
K: Yes you can use it, but when you apply it for the body you have to understand what it does. This
system we have been talking about is targeted for health use. As they say in English there are certain
horses for certain courses.
Rick: Could they repurpose the coils they did for the health unit into the Magrav unit?
K: Yes, that is for a different application. Now you see we can explain this because for the last three of
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years we have taught everything. Just go to the archives because everything comes together. We spoke
about the transfer of the gravitational magnetic field plasma from the intestine into the lymph in the first
few weeks of teaching. Now you understand it. At that time it could not be understood. It has taken two
years for what was discussed two years ago to see it. You have to understand that what is important in the
digestive system for our doctor teams each part, each section of intestine has different strengths and is
trained and has been developed to absorb different field strengths. You don’t absorb your vitamin C all
through the intestine. It is absorbed in a given section of the intestine. Then you a section that only
absorbs and allows the release from the intestine into the plasma of the lymph of red meat and its
composites or of nickel. The whole structure is dynamic.
K: The stomach has the same 3 layers as your skin. The strength of each layer decides what is released
from the gans plasma into the lymph. If you change slightly in each of the three layers (1.15.18 minutes)
then in that position on one place you may absorb Vitamin A and in another spot you release Vitamin D.
When the scientists start understanding and go into depth now that the knowledge is released, in the
structure of the stomach then they see how the fields are released from the stomach into the lymph.
Francois (F): when you mentioned the pituitary gland did you mean the thyroid gland? K: You have the
parathyroid glands and most of them have to do with the emotion. Thyroid glands have to do with the
emotion and parathyroid glands have to do with the physical part of the conversion of the fields.
F: So was it parathyroid glands you mentioned earlier or pituitary?
K: It is parathyroid glands. These four are part of the physical structure conversion of the field forces.
One of them does the field conversion for the matters of the emotion. One of them does the filed
conversion for the matters of storage. One of them does for the field transfer for the matter state, the solid
state to a plasma state. And one of them is responsible for the conversion of most of the field conversion
to calcium only that supports the bone structure because at any point if you don’t have bone structure
there is no life. The four parathyroid glands have specific functions in specific ways in guaranteeing the
conversion of the different fields to the gans of the state of the matter which is needed. Then the third
gland in a way the operation of the brain is controlling the physical operation of the totality. So when you
go into the intestine you understand how it is. If you use copper and you are using continuous copper
(1.17.55 minutes) you are feeding the copper coil into a balanced state which is not needed but the field
transfer through connection with the lymph converts and reaches and finds a conversion from the amino
in the emotional part of the brain. That is why you don’t touch aluminum. Its magnetic field strength
causes conditions (we have discussed).
K: Go back to the teaching as I explained this a couple of months ago and a few weeks ago. When you
look at planet earth and they tell you they found huge waters from millions of years flowing to a tank I
said no rain ever flowed down. The reason is because the magnetic gravitational fields of the earth and its
matter and its environment created in the cavity where the gravitational magnetic field is equal to H2O.
(1.18.54 minutes). That how this was created. You have the same principal when use this and the amino
in the brain of the man. You have to be very careful of aluminum and lead and a couple of other materials
that have this property. They just happen in gravitational magnetic fields in some of the isotopes. They
create the matter state of themselves in the gans state solid like a ball in the brain of the man and convert
field strength transfer. That is why it is better not to use aluminum especially when it comes to
applications for the body and food because of the filed transfer strength. I know it is not all the aluminum
isotopes—there are one or two of them and it depends on the rate of decay in one of the electrons in the
boundary of the isotope. (1.20.03 minutes).
M: My question is if it is possible to use the field plasma for the matter itself.
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K: Of course, there will be a game played. It will be one of the first ‘funs’ of plasma technology. When
you create matter it is very low. You can create what you need. Because the matter state is the lowest
strength we create slightly higher, but enough to be able to understand the gravitational magnetic field
positioning of the matter state. In the molecular structure we see the tightness (1.21.48 minutes). Even if
you go into the tightness it has all gravitational magnetic field positioning. It is not that that they are
compacted. They are in position. So if you create in your system the field strength of this ‘open’ space.
When you enter into the space between what appears to be the tightly compacted molecular structure, it
opens up and ‘moves up.’ You dictate the positioning; this is part of the filtering system. You can make
your nano materials to filter like kidneys. This is what you do: you create the field gans and you
understand the technology, the positioning and the structure of the fields and you see how you can play
with it. You don’t go for the plasma itself; you go for the strength of the gap within the plasma. If you
create that gap when you come, then the gap has to find a new position, so you can go through it. (1.23.08
minutes).
K: We use this knowledge very easily these days. Before in the detergent technology if you remember 30
or 40 years ago we used to have to boil the cloth that loosens the fibers, the spacing in the cloth itself, so
the detergent or soap that we used could clean it and remove the dirt with the soap itself. Now they use a
smaller dimension and they use the oil of orange. It does the same thing. It works on the same principle
but in the matter state. It uses a smaller dimension to enter the gap. In the plasma you use the ____ of the
fields to position yourself in any position. In the technology and in the plasma technology there is no state
that man cannot travel through and from one to another. It is just that you have to have the knowledge
first to understand how to do it.
F: Is it possible to use the plasma energy to actually reduce the size of the matter? For instance, something
as big and massive as planet earth—is it possible to use plasma energy to shrink it? Or even to make it
bigger?
K: If you take the energy in the plasmatic field from it then its plasma reduces in size in what they call the
release. Then this interaction decides. If you are thinking of making the earth pocket size, going
somewhere else and then bring it out of your pocket, you can do it but you have to understand how and
what is the composition of the fields. This is what we discussed about viruses. It is exactly the same. How
do we shrink a virus and how does it become effective? We have seen some of the reports from Ghana
Water Research Center and it’s amazing. They have just completed e-coli testing of different waters of
the rivers. You have the amino acid elements- COAW. Then you have a plasma of the fields which
attaches due to the strength of one of these 4 elements or combinations of these. (01.26.15 minutes). That
becomes the supplier of energy into it and it takes it over. In the center you have amino acid, but you have
an energy package which is fields.
K: In the present science in the world of medicine we know how to destroy bacteria because we can play
with the amino acid. But we have not the knowledge to interfere with the extra energy with the amino
acid which is called viruses. The reason the new gans technology is effective with the viruses is very
simple. Here you have the plasma which is gans state, liquid plasma, or field state. (1.27.20 minutes).
Now this has the spectrum of all the energies of the plasma. What do you do? This in respect to the others
what I showed you first is now exchanging fields to find balance. By exchanging fields this gives energy
to the plasma and the space in between the plasma with the other matters. When that happens you drain it;
it’s still there and you didn’t touch the amino acid, but what you did was deplete the energy. (1.28.08
minutes). In space we have the same problem as we don’t have amino acids and bacterias. Bacterias are
amino acid based according to the man’s amino acid magnetic field strength. That is why they tell you we
can handle viruses and we see it is good for e-coli and we can use it for disinfectant and the rest.
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K: It is just that with the gans you create this condition. If you can bring balance between the fields in the
environment, then there is none. Look at how the bacteria are created. Bacteria are still another form of
plasma. When you put the gans depending on finding the right gans you find out that you can use the gans
to change bacterias. This is what we are talking about with the doctors--using the gans water for
immunization. Using the gans system, Tepco injected the lab mouse with influenza. Then using the gans
they found no side effects or toxicity and no influenza. That is how it works and that is why you need it.
You have to somehow deplete it. You can create, you can deplete, but then you dictate. In the discussion
we had, you use the patches; they work in the same way. Why does your cancer patch or whatever
patches you use work on your body? This is exactly how it works.
K: In your body organ you put a patch on either side. Always use a double patch and don’t use a single
patch. (1.30.30 minutes) The double patch is more effective. Now you have the gans in here on the outer
patch, it goes through the organ, and over to the other patch. There is a gradient difference and what
happens is that you drain it very quickly.
(1.30.43 minutes). When you use your pens for inflammation, use two pens. You decide and you will see
a rapid distance. When you use the patch, use the patches as ‘sandwiches’ because now you have some
field losses with one patch to pain. With a patch on either side for pain, you have attracted it in every
shape, size it could be because of the larger flow area. (1.31.07 minutes). Your transferred its energy.
K: In time, if you go back a few weeks ago, I spoke about a time machine…traveling in zero time by the
strength of the fields. That is exactly what you do. You find a position in the universe where you put
yourself in the wind between the two, the direction you want to go is instant travel. You don’t need any
fuel; you become a sailor on the high seas. You don’t have an engine. How did man travel for centuries?
With a curtain? On a boat? Flying over the oceans (as we call sailing it.) Now we have the knowledge and
in your systems you can create the sails of the gravitational magnetic field strength to get on the winds of
magnetic field of the universe. You don’t’ need to burn energy and if you strength right you travel at the
speed of it. The wind is very soft and you float. If you get yourself in a high wind, you literally travel
across at high speed.
K: Now you have to transfer the knowledge in a different way that the strength of the fields work in
respect to the weakest to the strongest. The strongest always feeds to bring the weakest to its position. In
the patches you made with the CO2, the CO2 patches are the weak part. The virus is more intense and
higher. So what do you do? The carbon and the oxygen are part of the amino acid. So, now you created
the weaker point and the energy flows. I’ll go back to 129 reactor. Your main reactor energy in your
organ and is the 129 reactor. It is in the center (1.33.25 minutes) because this is COHN plus some extra
nd

energy from whatever and you have fixed one pad to CO2 and the 2 pad in the ‘sandwich’ of the pads
with CO2. What happens? 129 fed the other reactor so it tries to give the energy to bring it to the balance
and you find everything is so. You want to take the place of the weaker field and you want to add and you
put a higher field. This is why if you look and I explained this to the doctors in their teaching, that how
we do this is, we target it. If you want to do it you actually can increase and directionalize. You do the
same thing with your gans and with the material in your gans containers.
K: In my health units, I dictate the magnet and the strength of the magnet with flat magnets or ring
magnets. The square magnet, or the rectangular magnet—each one plays a game. I want to directionalize
fields and I put it one way. (1.34.57 minutes). I want to have equal parts, central different coming out of
the plate, I will use a square magnet. I want it to be flat enough to dictate the size of the plasma I use a flat
magnet. They are all here and they are different shapes, thicknesses and strengths. What you decide if you
are playing north to north or south to south. Or are you playing north to south. If it is a bigger strength
compare it to the smaller. If it is going north to north or in a megaphone shape of north to north, this
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might take place in the cup you use for the water. (1.35.55 minutes). Then I know at this point I need the
energy of hydrogen to be delivered (in the cup shape). So what do I do? I use the liquid glue gun which is
high CH. This means that it releases energy to it. I use a speck of nano-copper oxide or a speck of what I
would like to have of nano zinc. Now you have targeted.
K: If you have some of the cups I have made in the past 5 to 10 years and you open it, it will take you
centuries to understand the principles of the way each one has been put together. It would take a man
years to understand what I built, but to me it is second nature. I know how to build. Then because it is
plasmatic it is left to the emotion of the man to receive or not to receive because he still needs that
emotional in order to confront his existence. That is why you build them and find out people don’t do
anything with them because you give but their expectation is that if I accept I will not receive what I am
looking for which is that I want to take. The cup system I showed you doesn’t work with some people.
They are allowed the power of the emotion of decision making. If you want to override the nonacceptance override it with zinc gans and zinc material and you will find out you can dictate any change.
But we bring the freedom and present it that it is there if you want to take it.
K: You can play with a lot of things if you understand because you have created the gans material. The
magnets are too weak, but you can use magnets to target, to confine and to hold. The same as you use the
coils to hold the gans or the liquid plasma I have used magnets for years to do the same. Within the
structure of these magnets they have Fe (iron) which connects to the blood of the man through the
hemoglobin. Understand the technology in its true sense and its totality and then it is very easy to
manipulate everything you need. We can walk a man out of cancer if he wants and if he needs it to be
within seconds. But, we take him back to the machine 10 times because you are fixing the physicality but
the emotion needs a bit of feeding and thinking and talking and sorting itself out. Don’t forget, the brain
of the man has the power to reverse the cancer itself if it decides to. It doesn’t need your system. It is
more powerful than anything that man can ever make but it plays games with its own existence.
Rick: I have a question regarding the grounding of systems. I am trying to reconcile the idea that people
call it grounding when people go with bare feet and stand on the ground of the earth. That is a technique
to ground yourself and at the same time some systems have a grounding point that is used and others use
the salt water as a place for the plasma to dump or to be grounded. Can you explain a bit about this? In
space we don’t have the earth to ground to.
K: I do this a lot. My neighbors think I am crazy. I walk on the ground barefoot a lot. I find a lot of
pleasure with that because I receive what I don’t have physically and I get what I need. I lie on the ground
quite a lot, especially when there is a time that I need to concentrate. It brings you into giving and taking
and you bring balance between the physicality and the emotion. The earth works the same way as what I
explained with the magnets and the two pads. It releases fields in the matter state of what it has and what
you need and what you don’t want and what you give. People who sleep on the high towers have different
behavior than people who sleep in the fields. Every now and then you need it; you need to exchange fields
in a way to bring balance to our lives.
K: The dumping is a surface energy that you put into a system which you don’t need. But with walking
barefoot or even using your head and your hands to bring balance. You will find, and I do this without
noticing and I know why I do it—I stick my hands on the wall and I put my head against the wall. If you
put your head against a concrete wall you don’t get much but if you use a brick or stone wall you will find
you get different energies. It is a technique that has been used for centuries for those who understand it. I
explained this transfer of energy a couple of weeks ago when you hold one of the pens in your hand and
you don’t direct it. You take and you give and it balances what you need. This balancing is essential and
is the filtering of emotional fields and is not so much in the matter state.
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K: When you lie on the sand at the beach it charges differently in different sands. If you go to a white
sand beach or you go to a volcanic sand beach, the discharge is very different. You see different behavior
because you have different strength fields. It is essential; it needs to be part of the life of every man to be
in balance. I walk barefoot quite often on the ground in the dark because it allows me to transfer what I
need and transfer back what I don’t need. In a time that I cannot solve things I lie down on the floor. It
doesn’t matter where it is. You receive and you give what you don’t want. Something that is part of the
process is in the way of what you give and what you don’t need and it is taken. You use the higher
gravitational fields.
K: We have a huge application in space. If you know how to dump or how to work a dumping it is good
for discharge of energies especially if you have meteorites ahead of you and meteor areas that you don’t
want to destroy by dumping you saturate. It has a huge application. It releases in the way I explained with
washing. You release so much so much energy that the magnetic gravitational energy of the cell structure
increase so much that the gap positioning increases and you can work through it. You just dump surface
energy into a given area. You carry high energy packets in space just for this job. It is not a missile. If you
use it on earth you will not see a thing because it releases energy like sugar in the hot water. It is very,
very easy. I have said we can take radar satellites out in no time. We don’t destroy them; we just saturate
them with energy and leave them there to do their job.
K: If you notice today I start teaching techniques and not systems. If you understand using these
techniques you can do a lot with them. In the past 2 or 3 weeks I have started teaching techniques and not
systems. You have all this; so with techniques you can create winds, you can dump; you can create
motion by using the systems. You can communicate without having a system. How would you make a
phone call from the other side of the universe to a man on earth to say you are out of stock? I have run out
of everything; can I have help? If you wait there man might get there in a few billion years. So this is the
way that dumping is a way to give you what you need. You can hold it and control it or share it. And you
can use it immediately. You usually use high unbalanced field plasmas for dumping or for storage of
energy. Usually isotopes of matter element which have very low radioactive base but a very high cosmic
radiation base, compensate one for the other and they store energy or the capacitors of the energy.
K: If you get a chance to walk on the ground of different sands you will see the changes. When you walk
on different grounds you take different feelings. You sleep on the different grounds. That is why the
human race is becoming more and more detached society-wise. Because we sleep on mattresses which is
all pre-determined and the matter state is more or less the same. Then you understand that you are
connected to the point of your own creation. I was explaining very recently that most of the diseases man
is suffering from are from the mattresses we sleep on. The ions, the contaminated materials that are used
don’t match our bodies and we transfer energy continuously. We transfer energy to our environment and
the environment where we live. Try to sleep in a room that is full of nano-coated zinc. I will tell you what
it will do to you in two days’ time. You will walk loving every creature in this universe because
emotionally you are satisfied.
Rick: This was asked in the chat: can humans create and control fields without having any gans or gans
water around as the human is in the plasma state and contains almost all material such as CO2 and copper
oxide, CH3, etc.
K: Of course you can.
Rick: He is wondering about how to control the rotation of fields and create different conditions. Are they
connected to different emotions?
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K: You have to learn it first and you have to understand your own being and then you can create anything
you want and let others see it or keep it to yourself. You need a lot of understanding who you want to be
and what you want to create. You can hold your hands and play games and look into the sky and say you
want to see a meteorite and there it is. Because you create the condition of the intention of the man and
with the matter state. It is very easy but first you have to understand what you want to do with it. What is
the purpose of it?
(1.52.23)
K: You hold your hand…we talked about this last year…Caroline said to hold your own hand and create
your own aura, your own plasma wall. This takes a lot of understanding to know your own strength.
M: you are always mentioning creating matter from plasma as in parts. Would you explain a bit more
about this subject?
K: You can create matter out of plasma when you understand the fields. When you understand at what
point the field strength reduces enough to be a matter state, and when you have plasma, it goes through its
own energy release to the environment. If you control the reduction to the point that you decide the rate of
reduction you can create anything. You can put your hand out and looking at it with your brain you can
create a field that at the point of the hand the energy from your brain reduces so much that it becomes
gold in your hand and nobody can see it. Then you put in the skin the strength of the feeling through the
motion of your hand which comes from the brain itself from the process of the neuro system and in a
minute it is gold. Now if you want bread, it will be bread. You have to dictate the boundary of the
strength. With your emotion you have already dictated it and with your hand you dictate the position. A
lot of people have done this, but it is understanding it. At one point you put your hand out 20 centimeters
and you get no bread and you put your hand at 10 centimeters and you get bread. And you can actually
physically touch it and give it to other people to eat. Christ did that 2 or 3 times, bless his name, and the
people didn’t see it. “This is my body…” that is how it is done. It is intention of the thoughts.
Rick: A question from Monique regarding the aluminum coils for the Magrav boxes. She is concerned
that you will be living in the field of the aluminum. The way I understand it, the field is mainly contained
within the immediate area of the coils with the Magrav unit itself more than the health unit that is
designed to transfer and has a greater gradient between the two sets of coils. It is a different situation. Can
you explain that?
K: With the health units you use the fields; with the Magrav units with the aluminum you are open for the
space to take. It is a different thing: you sandwich the body with the health units between the two panels.
It has nowhere to go and nothing to interact with. When you have it in the house as a single coil you share
with the rest of the environment so there is a difference. If you understand this process of containment
then in the nuclear disasters with the nuclear power stations you can use this knowledge very effectively
to contain all the radiation. We have seen the conversion of energy with Tepco. But, with understanding
this containment of the field plasma you can do wonders. You can contain any radioactive leakage from
any source just using the fields; you don’t need the containers. (1.58.30 minutes)
T from Norway: I have a precise question: yesterday I received a patient with cancer; he doesn’t have
much hope for the doctors and I gave him 14 minutes between the walls of the health unit. He hears
noise.. He was poisoned through the blood for cancer treatment. And he is about to choose plasma rather
than this other treatment. He felt that something really was going on but he was very tired. He spent 10
minutes between the walls and then got out to breathe some air and then he got between the walls again.
K: Have you found a doctor to work with?
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T: His friend has been following him for 9 years but no doctors.
K: I won’t answer this until you find a doctor to work with. I am very precise; if this is for you I would
advise you. Find yourself a doctor who will monitor things.
T: We took a field of the visit.
K: It doesn’t matter; find a doctor and work with a doctor. You can join with Dr. Rodriquez in the West
or doctors in Paris or the Middle East. Do not do these things. We have a number of Italian doctors doing
the teaching. Explain the condition and let them advise you and you will become like the X-ray technician
and not the Radiologist. There are a lot of people building these systems and using them because people
feel good, but it has to be done correctly. I advise you that there are some doctors in Norway who work
with the foundation.
T: My question—I gave him liquid plasma copper based and liquid plasma zinc based two glasses. I have
a report that he is feeling better and he is saying his relaxation feels differently.
K: I prefer you to discuss this with a doctor. You build a system and to understand what the process does.
Please get a doctor and write the doctors@keshefoundation.org as you have built a beautiful system. They
can work with you remotely.
T: I am working with Klaus.
K: You will find with the doctors’ supervision you can add to the knowledge. We have to do this in this
way. We have to understand what you bring to the table.
Gladstone (G): I am from New Zealand. I put 7 Magrav systems on my roof. I have a metal roof and quite
a large energy field that is slowly coming through the ceiling and entering my room.
K: Why have you done that? Are you trying to fly or take the whole house to fly?
G: The energy fields of the Magrav are what I was working on; it’s just an idea.
K: What do you feel in the house?
G: It seems a wee bit calmer. Initially you said with zinc you can get an energy field around that and I
supposed it is like a large capacitor.
K: The point is, are the stackers on top of each other?
G: They are in a series from one coil to the next.
K: Where is the magnetical of the last one connect to? You know when you go from magnetical to
gravitational and so forth you have one end that is gravitational. And you have one that is magnetical
th

st

from the 7 coil and one that is gravitational from the 1 coil. Where are these two connected? Where is
st

the 1 gravitational connected and where is the last magnetical created?
G: Are you asking if they are connected to mains?
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K: No, when you have a stacker in your hands you connect them. When you have connected the stacker, 7
of them, you have 2 ends in your hands.
G: I connected them all in a series.
K: I understand that—the seven are connected in a series, one to the next. Yes? You have 7 of them on
th

top of each other. The 7 one has a magnetical wire coming out. What is that connected to?
G: I connected that to a single cable on my roof.
st

K: Where is the 1 coil gravitational coil connected?
G: The capacitor.
K: What is that connected to?
G: to the neutral.
K: Put it on a nano-coated antenna for the house. Then tell me how you feel in a couple of weeks’ time.
But keep your magnetical connected to your roof. This way you receive energy from the environment,
from the cosmos, which is a massive amount and then you bring it down and connect it to the magnetical
that covers the whole house. The feeling should be different and the emotion should be much, much
different.
G: Thank you for that.
K: We do this in some of the trials. You have to find the point to feed your gravitational. If you connect
the gravitational to the earth you are taking energy from the earth; take it from the space to the house and
you will see the difference.
G: I have the idea that it was just a matter collector and you have confirmed my thoughts.
K: Use the chicken (wire) mesh; it will be fantastic. I have done this. Get yourself the zinc chicken mesh
… the galvanized zinc chicken wire, nano-coat it and connect your gravitational to this zinc mesh and it
will have fantastic results.
G: Thank you.
K: We promised we would release this week the Magrav units for the Italian people. We will release this
tomorrow or Monday on the website; there is a further development in a complication with the bank
which has to be added to by tomorrow. They have made a huge move in the process of getting these units
to the Italian market. If you are Italian everything should be done on our side and on the foundation
website. You will find the code reference and the bank reference. We have already informed the bank that
rogue people have raised issues that we are fraudulent so we are waiting for you to call the bank. We are
looking your numbers, accesses and emails because the Italian police will take immediate action against
these rogue people. We informed you before hand we will not walk into a trap. Once we release the bank
details please as you did with the other banks and call them and they will put you in contact with the
Italian police. On the other hand please use the system wisely. We will deliver according to our Italian
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production manufacturing. The system is at 10 Euro for a Magrav system and it is for 120 installments
which is 10 years. The system carries other things including interest for the bank and the local taxes. You
can still buy the units directly from the foundation if you want to pay the full amount at the time of the
st

purchase. On the 1 of June we withdraw the 300 euro contribution for the Magrav systems so the Magrav
systems come to 499 euro and the structure stays the same. You can go to the Italian bank and give them
the reference code number. It will be set up for the company we use here in Italy for the acceptance and
guarantee. Within 90 days the systems will be delivered as we are up to date with all our systems. The
Magrav pads are also delivered. Hopefully we have no backup and anything that comes in will be
delivered within 90 days. We can meet the first 10 to 20,000 orders immediately.
K: The people who are working and apply for the tests with the plasmas and gans; please fill in the form
and in the next 2 to 3 weeks we start releasing the materials for you and how to use them. We have
slightly changed the structure because of the addition to the knowledge such as with the eye drops. The
one that is for the skin we have released in a different format. Everything should be on its way once we
receive you agreements and you become part of the trial.
Rick: Can we pay by credit card rather than bank transfer?
K: In the next 30 days. We closed our business with Paypal and in June we close all our activities in
Belgium. The nation of Belgium very soon will not exist and will be divided by the French and the Dutch
so we remove before they do because we see the process coming. It will be shocking to those who call
themselves Belgians but the state of Belgium will not exist in a very short time. You will understand why
very, very soon why we are moving out because there will not be a state called Belgium.
K: We are not predicting; we know what is happening in the background. As of June we close every
activity in Belgium. The new banking system will carry the credit card facilities and other facilities when
you pay by card. It will be the Italian banking system and we are opening the same structure with the
Chinese banks. Keshe Foundation in China will support a massive part of the program. Euro and dollars
are on very loose footing right now and Chinese currency is solid. This way we are guaranteed the
support and we stay with the nations who are correct in their conduct. We are moving a lot of our work
into China.
Rick: A question is how do we get included in the trials and receive an email for the application for the
trial of the supplements. Don’t they just have to purchase the products first?
K: You don’t purchase the product. It is 60 to 100 Euros for the trial is for creating the information. In
time it will become part of the blueprint and you can produce it yourself. For now we are collecting data
for international application that we set up. We don’t work like FDA with trials and covering up
information; we have brought Sabrina in to put together all the data systems, the emails and
correspondence for the health section that is for the doctors. She is also doing the communication for the
gans trials; you sign in and fill out the agreement which will go out this week. All the emails will go from
the banking side to Sabrina and once you get the form you fill it in and then you will receive the products
from Tokyo. Most of the materials for the first 30 to 60 days will be made in Tokyo. After that we go
from Italy. We are getting licensed for both sides to supply.
K: If you are Japanese citizens and live in Japan, hopefully you can get all the full material supplements
and even the waters for decontamination of your land and the house because of Fukushima. If you live
around Fukushima in the heavily radioactive contamination areas in the next few weeks we will release
for this environment, especially in Japan. As we speak the tests have started in Tokyo and once they are
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happy with the test results, then you can start receiving the materials for the decontamination of the
radioactive contamination from Fukushima directly. You should be able to buy this off the shelf in the
next few weeks; you can purchase from the website and you can get the application form. You will start
receiving the emails next week.
G: He mentions he has been experimenting with treating human waste. He has done samples. Can he get
information to go forward with it?
R: Aren’t there test results on the E. coli with the gans water? He is talking about experimenting with
treating human waste. I am assuming E.coli might be part of the testing.
K: Is Benjamin on line? We received data yesterday from the Ghanaian Atomic Energy and it’s important
how it works and there is more analysis going on. The e-coli in the water can be effectively reduced or
totally taken out by use of CO2, cooper oxide, liquid plasma. Now we have the data. It is a huge problem
because some people do everything in the river –they kill the animals, they clean their bodies and
everything else. And, they did a test for this e-coli and I received a lot of information yesterday. They
have seen the work of the Keshe technology and they see it as the easiest and cheapest way and they are
changing their course. They have produced the first soaps which can literally eliminate all bacteria and it
is better than any detergent they have seen. This is the way they have been developing it.
K: The used river water and e-coli was brought to 0 from 46; another was 7 and treated came to 2. Brim
row was 19 and brought down to 8. Shemus (?) was 19 and brought to 1. Ghana and international
standards are 0. We have seen one case where Brim is less than half and doesn’t go to 0. We might have
to add more gans liquid plasma of the CO2 and copper oxide to bring that to 0. The research team is
backed by the Ghainian and this report is signed and sealed by the head of the department. These test
results are backed by the Ghana economic council. We know this will be used and in the coming weeks I
have set up a process that will test this in China. It is very effective for cleaning up rivers. The problem is
that we create a condition where we can get rid of e-coli. But, we do not endanger the lives of the other
creatures in the river and it is important to find a balance.
K: The gans of CO2 and copper oxide work with human waste for the total elimination of the e-coli. We
know from the university that e-coli is annihilated by the gans water which totally drains the energy from
the plasma of the protein. We see the application and we can see how things can develop and come up
with the measure by milliliter per sample. By changing the sample from more gans of copper oxide you
can totally eliminate any bacteria in the cleaning process, but you have to consider that if you use it as a
source in the rivers, you have to reconsider the position that we create a live position with the energy
balance of copper oxide to allow the existence of the fish and the other animals in the river. We are
looking at a combination of CH3, CO2, zinc oxide and a small amount of copper oxide to reduce the
bacteria to save levels without destroying the lives of the fish and the other animals in the river. You add
CH3 to the river to allow life; but you take energy from what is above carbon which is the plasma of the
virus. You try to keep in connection with human life and marine life. But anything above it you take away
with the copper oxide so you don’t endanger life. If you only use copper oxide gans or liquid plasma you
take all the energy out. This gives you a balance field as you use single plasma. You have to start thinking
universally and not just to achieve one thing and check the side effects for the conditions that are created.
K: When you deal with environmental conditions understand that don’t just go to achieve what you want
to achieve. You have to look at the parameters and the animals and creatures involved in the whole thing.
You support life and take away out of the separation. If you understand the totality of what we taught later
on today, this is important. (2.31.55 minutes) You see this is a virus and a threat at the moment. But if
you take its virus energy from it see what you have left. You have amino acid. This is food and this is
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how the situation changes. You change a dangerous position of a virus by using the appropriate gans
energy and you end up with something that is life-giving. This is what was done in Tokyo by Tepco. We
used the radioactive material to create gold which you saw in the presentation. You don’t destroy
anything with this new technology. You find out how, by creating the condition, you allow the normality,
and that it brings more to the table.
K: Here you have bacteria and you have the virus. You take the energy from it and inside is a vast amount
of energy which is food. You spent time to create it and you can use it. Everything is not ‘bad’; it’s just
understanding how to use it. There are auto viruses connected to the amino acids of the human being. You
can take that away and you have a huge amount of energy available to man. It’s like eating a beef, but this
time the energy inside could be much more. Don’t forget that by being connected to the virus, the amino
acid has received new levels of energy and it has been charged. Don’t look at always getting rid; what is
left may bring us a gift. In processing plants and environmental cleaning plants always look at what it
gives you. Not what you destroyed and you are happy with that. If you can use it you set the path in a
peaceful way and you can co-exist and see what it brings for the future at that time.
K: When you clean the river and you want to clean the air you create the gravitational magnetic material
of the environment you wish to clear and what is left? What can you do with what is left. There are a lot
of acids and materials you can use for other things. So understand what you receive. And come out of the
mindset of destroying and getting rid of and come into the mindset of what benefit does it bring me and
humanity. How can I use a new condition to have benefit from it for the advantage of us? You think
differently and you see the operation of the gans and the plasma in a totally different way than just trying
to destroy.
Rick: Question from Sandy: she is asking to describe a situation in which you see the universal council
being involved and how do you see the universal council working?
K: As she is the Secretary General, she can answer that herself. I am a foot soldier.
Rick: we have seen it working in subgroups in facebook to address different people’s concern.
K: Caroline is a member of the council and she set up the universal council (KFSSI) and they can start
dividing into sections where everyone can take part in solving problems. They are talking about
veterinarians for the animals. We have doctors and no veterinarians and they have set a site for them. The
work of the council is to progress for the peaceful application and the bringing of peace. A number of
council members who are there work in that direction. Their job is not to look for conflicts or how we can
fight to get what we want. The council members will work in the direction that harms no one. This is a
way the council works. We work on a plan and we look at positive, peaceful application of the
technology. As I said before we can bring a lot of ways and knowledge not into fighting but bringing
solution. Then don’t fight because you brought the solution and it has to be your way. We bring the
solution and it is for the souls to accept the solution. This is the way it has to be. We put the wrongs on
the table with the solution of the right without blaming anyone.
Rick: May I read the first rule to be a member of the Universal Council? The universal council members
should shine like the light of the Creator, to be the source of light for other souls and radiate the light of
the beauty of the Creator, and have and try to reach all attributes of the soul of the Creator. In time in
creatures of the universe, see this light and not the physicality of the man. The attributes of the Creator
have been stated in many scriptures of the past.
K: I think that answers the totality of it; these are the rules and the conditions and maybe this is a rule for
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humanity as a whole, but we wait and see and in time we will mature. Would you like to read the second?
Rick: secondly you are through your soul a member of the council. The members of the council can’t
announce themselves members of the council unless it is announced and registered under the council’s
panels. And no members of the council can speak as their being a member influencing their opinions and
words. At this point they immediately lose their seat on the council and a new member can stand for the
position. Those who try to show that they are better servants of humanity; they do not stand a chance to
take a seat in the council. Selection of the soul of the council comes through service and giving from the
soul and not by talk or physical action.
K: The process is very simple; a lot of people, who were in Dubai and announced they wanted to be on
the council, then went out to dictate and immediately they lost their seat. We are looking for English
speaking language. If you are of the nature of the soul of serving humanity you can come to the Rome
meeting and stand for the language, the mother language which you speak and not the language of the
meeting for the members of that community. It is for you to work with the soul that is the council to
strengthen the work of that language. You add to the totality to strengthen and spread the peaceful
application of the technology with the governments and the institutes and in that process we go very far.
A couple of governments have understood and will understand the process and we working very rapidly.
You will see that these speakers will stand as members of the councils themselves because they changed
the course of humanity as they have. We have seen this with one more leader in the past and that was
Gorbachev who put the soul of his nation ahead of himself. As the head of the USSR, he submitted his
nation to the freedom of its soul. It took a lot of man to do that and it needs freedom of the physicality to
go from one of the men of position in the world for a nation to have its freedom. He is still among us; he
is sick but he is still among us.
Sandy (S): if people are interested in coming as part of the council do they have to go to Rome or do they
just need to submit their intention?
K: We have looked at this. I have seen your email and we can organize for people who cannot be there for
whatever reason. We can open the Zoom channels for the conference. We allow the members of the
councils to stay in their own country because when you are on planet Zeus, hovering in space you cannot
be with the council physically but you are there with your soul. So, we allow people to put their name up
very soon once we set the structure to be a member of the council for their spoken language. You will be
given Zoom link with other council members and you can attend the meeting from your own native
language or mother tongue. You will be announced and the people can come to you or you can go to the
people to deliver the process of peace. We are coming to the position that financially the foundation
through different structures can support not a peace movement but delivery of the tools of peace. In the
coming weeks you will see what we mean with this. We are still looking for a council from every
language. If you are of the Jewish descent and speak fluent Hebrew join the council because there is a lot
you can do with us with the Muslim members of the council for the development of peace. I know we
have a lot of Jewish listeners in the background. If you see your soul in the position to be able to use the
technologies to bring peace, you don’t need to come to the council. We send you the open channel and
you know when it is and you can be the Hebrew speaking member of the council and then we have a lot
to talk about. The same goes for the other cultures and other languages.
K: It will be very difficult for a lot of council members from Africa to attend because of the situation of
getting a VISA to be there. You can send yourself and nominate yourself as a member of the council. This
goes for the French and English speaking members of the council. We support you where you are and you
can communicate with others. Being a member of the council from every African language, or American
or English does not give any of them or you any superiority; you are all equal and you work through your
soul and not through the state of the nation that has been the cause of all the problems. We will announce
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in time and we have two full time members in the background and we add as we go along. We will go
through all the people who wanted to be members of the council and we will announce it. If you were in
Dubai you have been sent an email in the last 7 days. 3 people who stood have stood themselves down by
behavior we have seen on the internet. We check a number of things and we don’t look for what is in the
background. We check for how you stood to become a member of the council. Are you there just to be
there or are you there to serve? We have seen 2 German-speaking Spanish who will be withdrawn by the
council and there has been one from Norway.
Rick: We do have someone on Livestream: Abbie who is saying she will be in Rome and speaks Hebrew
and invites Israelis. She is Jewish and fluent in Hebrew.
K: Contact the council and it has its own website and its own link. It works as you want it. If you listen
Shalom and Salaam all have the same meaning.
R: What link does she use?
S: sandy@spaceshipinstitute.org
K: You don’t need to be a member of the council to support the council work. We work as a team
irrespective of position and title. It must be positive and we will not respond to negativity. Find a position
where we do not interfere with the work of the physicality but we interact and elevate the soul of the man
in any shape or form. In Hebrew there is a word and it has been taken out of the language. In Arabic it is
the same word but has to be taken out of the language to become a member. In Arabic they call it
_______ (?) and in Hebrew hey call it ____ (?)Which means a non-believer.
K: In bringing peace we have come to understand that the work of the council is the unification of the
soul of the man.
Rick: Brett gives a couple of email addresses and one is for the universal council.
K: We have two webmasters, Sandy and Vince and they have their hands full. We will add a couple of
Chinese webmasters and amalgamate the work as one team.
B: the address for the council:
https://universalcouncil.keshefoundation.org/
K: universal council has its own .org address. Ali has that and in time we will have access to it. The site is
https://universalcouncil.info/
K: We will see you next week and we have been told you will strange things. Thank you for your support.
My call goes to the Chinese Keshe Foundation and all work with the Keshe Foundation and the Chinese
government go to Professor Zhu at USPC. All the collaboration, work, research you do, the funding
raised by Chinese government and others will go through Professor Zhu, trusted by us and the
government. We will merge the two as one under the foundation when we arrive in China.
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